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Abstract- The concept of a multiwavelength Quadratic 

Congruence Carrier Hopping prime code (QCCHPC) was 

recently introduced in order to support a large number of 

simultaneous users in optical code division multiple access 

(OCDMA). To support multimedia services with different bit rate 

requirements multiple length and variable weight QCCHPC is 

constructed and the performance is analyzed. In QCCHPC with 

zero autocorrelation side lobes, cross correlation values of at 

most two. Our analysis shows that code weight is important factor 

than code length in determining the code performance. 

Index terms- Optical code division multiple access (OCDMA), 

Variable weight, Variable length, Wavelength-time code. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent years, Optical code division multiple access 

(OCDMA) is getting more attention owing to the utilization 

of the enormous fiber bandwidth. In the two dimensional 

(2D) QCCHPC system the signal is spread in both 

wavelength and time. The code is in 2D array, in which the 

rows represent the wavelength and columns represent the 

time spreed.The cardinality of the system is greatly 

increased. 

Optical code division multiple access technique has recently 

received attention because of the advancement of the 

Wavelength hopping time spreading coding techniques [1]-

[3].It is known that coherent O-CDMA has better 

performance than incoherent O-CDMA. We algebraically 

constructed and analyzed families of multiple lengths, 

Variable weight wavelength hopping time spreading codes. 

They always have zero auto-correlation side lobes and 

maximum cross-correlation of two, independent of code 

length. 

On-off keying (OOK) is traditionally used of which each 

user was assigned distinct code matrix and only data bit 

ones was transmitted with a code matrix. One should use 

OOK for hardware simplicity and significant improvement 

in minimum SNR by reducing the signal bandwidth. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 Nasarugin et al [9]proposed multiweight optical orthogonal 

code for secure multimedia optical CDMA networks This 

method is got good bit error rate  but the Number of active 

users is only fifty. Hen-Yuan et al[8] proposed Spectral 

Efficiency Study of QCCHPCs in Multirate Optical CDMA 

System. This code shows that the performance of Multiple 

length QCCHPC in OOK and Multi code Keying.  
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These multiple length codes improves as the code length 

decreases.Cheng-Yuan et al[10] proposed code is QCCHPC  

for multicode keying  optical CDMA.In this paper compare 

the performance of CHPC and QCCHPC.   From this above 

analysis of existing method a new method Variable weight 

Multilength QCCHPC is introduced.  The performance 

mainly dependent on the code weight our analysis shows 

that multiple length variable weight and to increase the 

weight and get good performance. 

      The section III describes the construction and the 

correlation property. Section IV discus about the result 

obtained. Section V gives the conclusion of this work.   

III. CODE CONSTRUCTION OF MULTIPLE LENGTH 

VARIABLE WEIGHT QC-CHPC 

The generated multiple length variable weight QC-CHPC 

characterized  by  (N,W,A,B,D) where N,W are the code 

length and code weight  for N= {n1, n2, ……… ni, …..nk,} a 

set of code weight W={w1,w2},a set of autocorrelation 

constraints A={λ1
a,λ2

a….,λi
a….., λk

a} a set of cross correlation 

constraints B ={λ1
c,λ2

c….,λi
c…..,λk

c, λ}   and a set of matrix-

length distributions D={d1,d2,…di,…dk}, where K is the 

number of different matrix lengths in C.  

A  Autocorrelation 

For any matrix X Є C and prime integer ζ Є [1,N-1], the 

binary discrete two dimensional autocorrelation side lobe of 

X is no greater than a non negative integer λa, such that [1] 
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Where Xs,j={0,1} in an element of X at the sth row and jth  

column, and ‘  denotes the modulo-N addition. 

B   Cross-correlation 

      For any two distinct matrices X Є C and  Y Є C and 

integer ζ Є [0,N-1], the binary discrete two-dimensional 

cross-correlation function  of X and Y in no greater than a 

positive integer λc,such that[1] 
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        Where Ys,j={0,1} is an element of Y at the sth row and 

jth column. 

C   Cardinality 

The upper bound of the cardinality of the Mutilength carrier 

hopping prime code [1] 
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Whose Pj is the prime number and qj is the ratio of the 

number of matrices of length Nj, to the total number of 

matrices in the code set j= {1, 2,,,,l} 

 

D  Construction Algorithm 

The multiple length variable weight QC-CHPCs are 

generated in this section. Each code matrix in the multiple 

length CHPCs is an inn  two-dimensional (0, 1) pattern 

of weight w. In nj  rows related to the number of available 

wavelengths and ni columns related to the number of time 

slots. A set of prime numbers {p1,p2,…,pk} is used to 

determine the matrix lengths and a set of positive integers 

{t1, t2,…. tk-1} is used to control the number of matrices in 

each length, such that pk>pk-1> pk-2>….p2> p1>t1>t2>…>tk-

1>0, where k is the number of different lengths in the code 

set. As shown in the following equations, we expand the 

code cardinality by modifying every element of the multiple 

length CHPC matrices with a quadratic-congruence (QC) 

operator, such as h (h+1)/2.g (mod p1), where 

)1(PGFg represents the group number of the multiple-

length QC-CHPC matrices and 
)1(PGFh . In single length 

the code matrices,
giX ,1

, of length n1=p1 with the ordered 

pairs [8] 
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 In double length the Code matrices, giiX ,, 21
, of length 

n2=p2p1 with the ordered pairs[8] 
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In multilength the code matrices, giii k
X ,,....,, 21

, of length 

nk=pkpk-1…p1, W={w1,w2} with the ordered   pairs 
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In the multiple-length QC-CHPCs of weight p1 with Φ1=(p1-

t1)n1 matrices of length n1=p1,  Φ2=(t1-t2)n2 matrices of 

length n2=p2p1, Φ3=(t2-t3)n3 matrices of length n3=p3p2p1,….. 

Φk-1=(tk-2 –tk-1)nk-1 matrices of length nk=pkpk-1…p1, and 

Φk=tk-1nk matrices of length nk=pkpk-1…p1, where“Φp1” 

denotes a modulo-p1 addition and "" pi denotes a modulo-

pi multiplication for i={1,2…,k}. The matrices can be 

separated into p1 groups, according to the value of  

].1,0[ 1 − pg     

 

 

 

IV. PERFORMACE ANALYSIS 

 In General, the code performance in OOK wavelength time 

O-CDMA is determined by the cross-correlation function, 

which is related to code weight, code length, and the number 

of available wavelength [7]. Therefore, our multiple-length 

double weight QC-CHPC for ON-OFF keying are specially 

designed in section IV-A. .   

A .   Multiple-length QC-CHPCs in OOK O-CDMA 

In OOK O-CDMA with our multilength QC-CHPCs the 

probabilities, qi, j, h of obtaining h= {0, 1, 2} hits for an 

address matrix of length ni correlating with an arriving 

matrix of length nj are given by [6] 

(4)    
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Where w is the code weight, the factor1/2 is due to 

equiprobable data bit zeros that are not transmitted in OOK, 

and (
x

y ) = 0 if x<y.  For the numerators, ( 1

2

p
) represents the 

number of possible delay combinations among p1 binary 

ones (i.e., pulses) in a code matrix, (p1-w)w represents the 

number of possible delay combinations among the w pulses 

after (p1-w) pulses have been removed, and )( 1

2

wp −
 

represents the number of possible delay combinations 

among the (p1-w) removed pulses. The denominator, nj, 

represents the number of code matrices of length nj in the 

same g-group. The last, term, 1/nj, represents the number of 

possible time shifts in a matrix of length nj. The factor Fi,j 

represents the probability of choosing code matrices from 

different groups, out of all matrices of length nj, in OOK. 

For the case of i=j, all code matrices of length nj can serve 

as interferers thus giving the total number of interferers of 

code length nj, equal to (Φj-1) for i, j[l,k]. Whereas k is 

the number of different lengths in the code set and Φj is the 

number of code matrices of length nj .Moreover, the number 

of code matrices from different g-groups is equal to 

)1( −
j

jn


nj. 

 Therefore, we obtain Fi,j= )1/()()1/()1( −−=−− jjjjjn nn
j

j



 

for the i=j case. For the case of i≠j, all code matrices of 

length nj can serve as interferers, thus giving j  interferers. 

Moreover, the number of code matrices from different g-

groups is equal to j . Therefore, we obtain Fi,j= j / j =1 

for the i≠j case. It is because the code matrices with 

different lengths always come from different g-groups, 

according to (1)-(3).The hard –limiting BEP, Pe,i(hard), of the 

address matrix of length ni can be obtained by modifying [8, 

eq.(7)] as 
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where Kj is the number of arriving matrices of length nj. 

 

 we consider the extreme case of only one matrix length 

(i.e., k=1) in use and, therefore, set Kj=0 and qi,j,h=0 in (7), 

where h={1,2} and all j≠ i. the BEP equation is then 

degenerated to 
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which is identical to the corresponding hard-limiting BEP 

equation of the single –length QC-CHPCs in [6] 
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Fig. 1. Hard limiting BEP versus the number of arriving 

long  matrices Klfor double length and double weight QC-

CHPC with w=5 and 7 .(ks represents the number of 

arriving shot matrices). 

                               

                                       
Fig.2 .  Hard limiting BEP versus the number of arriving 

short  matrices Ks for double length and double weight QC-

CHPC with w=5 and 7 . 

 

An (7 x {37,1369}, 5 x {37,1369}) double length and 

double weight QC-CHPC with P2=P1=37 shown in Fig.1.are 

the Hard limiting BER versus the Number of arriving long 

address matrices Kl . While the solid curves correspond to 

the performance of short matrices, the dashed curves show 

the performance of long matrices. The dashed curve with ks 

= 0 shows the performance of a single length QCCHPC with 

the long matrices only. The total number of arriving 

matrices increases the performance is decreased. In  Fig.2 

The dashed curve with Kl = 0 shows the performance of a 

single length QCCHPC with the short matrices only 

Shown in figs. 1 and 2 are the  Bit Error Probabilities of 

long and short  address  matrices, We can see from both 

figures that    is short matrices perform better than long 

matrices. Both figures show that short matrices are 

dominating the performance. To increase in code length and 

code weight the net effect is the improvement of Bit Error 

Rate.  The amount of interference in OOK is reduced by half 

in average as data bit zero are not transmitted 

V. CONCLUSION 

The QC-CHPC multiple length multiple weight On-Off 

keying wavelength-time O-CDMA was analyzed. We 

should that the performance of multiple length variable 

weight code could be controlled by matrix length and 

weight. Our result shows that higher-rate media had better 

performance than lower-rate media because the longer 

matrices used by lower rate media Suffered from stronger 

interference created by the shorter matrices of high-rate 

media. We also showed that code weight was the 

dominating factor in controlling the code performance. 
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